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Logistics and transportation today is built upon a universe of antiquated supply chain
assets, in which eye-watering sums of capital now find their home. The investment
plans for these assets were approved long ago, in a world far different than that in
which we currently live. This is still the case even with tech start-up entrants and
innovation by established firms.

Digitizing assets would revolutionize the way in which partners and intermediaries
collaborate. Key benefits include:

• Reduction of transactional collisions
• Ability to automate fast and seamlessly
• Reduction in associated freight risk
• Standardization and immutability
• Process ubiquity and ledger transparency
• Trusted private networks

Our drive involves introducing a trusted and simple validation and certification
platform on logistics transactions in the freight and transportation industry, providing
all users and stakeholders full transparency into the supply chain, from quote to
proof of delivery, with decentralized Blockchain verification (automated where
possible). This will provide transparency on the various stakeholder in the logistics
industry, the intricacies, and details of freight, commodities and all needed licenses,
authorities and certification, adding significant value to the commodity & processes.

Our technology has the potential to become one of the most used and valuable
products in the logistics industry, potentially becoming ubiquitous across all industry
participants. If adopted globally, it will add billions of data points to the supply chain,
benefiting all value-add parties within the entire process and value chain. Bringing
decentralized, immutable Blockchain technologies with billions of live, verified data
points to the logistics and transportation industry, & will add significant value and
transparency to the Industry’s supply chain and it’s main stakeholders. Currently,
supply chain data is non-transparent and controlled by centralized organizations and
authorities, is subject to industry manipulation and slow adoption of trusted and
transparent processes.

RoadLaunch, along with its partners, will provide a distributed ledger network and
trusted technology, public & permission based private Blockchain technologies to
house and secure the data while providing uniform access to all its stakeholders.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

A Token Blueprint for a New Logistics Platform
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We aim to:

OBJECTIVES

Our mission is to bring decentralized, immutable Blockchain technologies to the
logistics and freight industry, advancing and enhancing supply chain transparency
and enabling trusted global freight, fleet and logistics transactions management.

By doing this, we will drive trust and automation in freight logistics transactions,
lowering operations costs and enabling instant finance settlement.

MISSION

Become the 
worlds leading 
fleet and freight 

management 
platform

Provide a trusted 
system and 

industry partner 
for freight 

interactions

Enable logistics 
organizations with 
a trustless way to 

do business

Provide an 
automated system, 

with built in 
security, scale and 

performance
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This Whitepaper highlights the key stages and features of the Protocol and the future
path in which our products will be developed. In advance of their use within the
protocol, we are offering the FactR token. FactR will be a standalone based token,
designed and implemented to work with Hyperledger and crypto exchanges
available today. We will sell the tokens until the hard cap is reached. Participants
willing to support the development of the products can do so by sending Ether or
Bitcoin to the designated addresses, or by contacting the team for FactR token
purchase.

TOKEN OVERVIEW

Start Data To be announced

Duration of Sale Please see https://icobench.com/icos

Price of Token US$0.15 per FactR token

Hard Cap 60,000,000 FactR tokens

Soft Cap (Early Termination) 50,000,000 FactR tokens

Token Technical Limit 100,000,000 FactR tokens

Unsold Tokens
Unsold and unallocated tokens will be 
destroyed

Further Token Issues Not at this point

Method of Token Purchase
All FactR approved exchanges and/or internal 
sale mechanisms

Minimum Cap 20,000,000 FactR tokens

Token Activation Date To be determined

Bonus + 40% Tokens Please see https://www.factrpay.io/purchase-token

Bonus + 30% Tokens Please see https://www.factrpay.io/purchase-token

Bonus + 20% Tokens Please see https://www.factrpay.io/purchase-token

Bonus + 10% Tokens Please see https://www.factrpay.io/purchase-token

Bonus + 5% Tokens Please see https://www.factrpay.io/purchase-token

Crowd-Sale Stage (Day 1 – 31)
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Transportation and logistics is an incredibly vital, yet complex industry. In a typical
scenario, there are several parties, ranging from shippers, third-party brokers,
customs agencies and the freight carriers themselves. This is coupled with a myriad
of different systems, manual activities, required paperwork and regulations

Blockchain has the potential to eliminate risks and payment transactions at each
stage of the supply chain (or chain of custody) with transparent transactions. It offers
all parties involved in the business network a secure and synchronized record of
transactions. Blockchain records every sequence of transactions beginning with the
freight shipper to the final customer delivery. A regulated industry such as this needs
a secure, distributed and permission-based Blockchain which is provided when
developed with Hyperledger and coupled with a secure and trusted wallet and
exchange platform.

WHY THIS WILL BE SUCCESSFUL

With global logistics industry is embedded with several layers of involved parties,
asset based equipment requirements and vast level of products constantly being
transported. Coupled with this is the need for safety and on a legislative level,
regulations and operational compliance. Globally, logistics is expected to grow from
US $8.1 Tn in 2015 to $15.5 by 2023(1), with e-commerce fueling the growth and
complexity. Visibility into the numerous concerns like traceability of products, lack of
trust between participants and compliance with local rules makes Blockchain,
through our Protocol, a trusted environment, created in a trustless world encouraging
participants, buyers, sellers and users to contribute. By buying FactR tokens for all
transactions, we are enabling further automation, trust, and capital management.

Today, we can say:
Ground freight logistics market is worth $1.45Tn in North America (NA) alone, with no transparency
• In 2017, the market grew by 12%, with approximately 700 million loads transported
• 18 Million trucks with 65 Million trailers have upwards of 50% unused capacity
• Blockchain will enable trust among the freight transactions & 1.1 million transport carriers (NA)
• A FactR token, on Blockchain, will enable entry to global exchange platforms and allow

seamless transactions between global parties
• There is no global standard for traceability or chain of custody

NETWORK VIABILITY
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RoadLaunch is the result of years experience in technology, software product
development, Logistics and Supply Chain. Founded in 2015, we have brought
solutions to market that range from mobile applications for truck drivers, intelligent
load matching, digitization of freight capacity to Blockchain for Logistics.

Throughout of growth and mission to enable logistics and intelligent transportation.
We are now focused on taking our Blockchain enabled transportation solutions and
create an ecosystem of trust and cooperation throughout the trustless industry, we
plan to revolutionize the way freight data is stored, managed, used and retrieved
throughout the entire end-to-end process (from quote, to delivery and integrated
payments).

COMPANY SUMMARY

The following is a brief overview of our company, our traction, and successes. We
have a strong core team that combines a mix of successful Entrepreneurs including
exits, PhDs, innovators, industry experts & technologists.

COMPANY HISTORY

2015 2018

3,000+ Companies On-boarded

IBM Logistics Consortium Acceptance

Taiwan Smart Cities Approval

Intelligent TMS Brought to Market

Smartphone App Launched

Added Multi Platform AI & IoT

Company Founded

IBM Solutions Partner

Asset & Warehouse Expansion

Multi year contracts for 4 new countries
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The RoadLaunch team has been able to secure strong industry and technical
partnerships. Within the technology space, we are an IBM certified solutions partner,
an SAP Partner, and have been the approved for the Taipei (Taiwan) Smart Cities
Program as the only intelligent logistics solutions provider and 3 municipalities in
Ontario, Canada. We also have partnerships in the Internet of Things (IoT) sensors
and LoRaWan Alliance, CargoCoin, AOS S.A.S, Kart Block, and many others.

These partnerships have enabled design and go to market of new and forward-
thinking logistics solutions that have an incredible scale, sophistication, security and
customer usability

OUR PARTNERS (TECHNICAL)

With over 15 years experience in the freight and logistics industry, our Chief
Operations Officer and the transport operations and warehouse team are perfectly
fitted to support and guide product development.

With our knowledge of the transportation and logistics industry, we have been able
to grow asset-based operations to include a strong North American footprint,
including warehouses, with 2018 (and beyond) plans to open additional facilities.
These facilities enable the operations to establish and secure freight partners, access
to cargo and key points of contact in the growing Logistics industry. Our CEO has
spent over 15 years in Supply Chain, working on global enterprise programs that
range from demand planning to inventory optimization for fortune 100 organizations.

INDUSTRY EXPERTISE & NETWORK
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In 2016 approx. $1.44 Trillion was spent on logistics across the USA and Canada.
There were approximately 700 million loads delivered by 18 million trucks per year by
1.1 million carrier companies, with around 70 million trailers with unused capacity at
any given time. Growth in Logistics for North America, specifically ground freight, is
forecasted to grow at a rate of 4-6%, driven primarily by the increase of online
shopping (e-commerce) and sea freight.

This, coupled with a global shift in enterprise level strategy for organizations to
implement Supply Chain solutions to drive increased fleet, inventory, freight visibility,
lower costs, increase efficiency and align with trust-based solutions (i.e. distributed
ledgers), presents significant opportunity for AI, IoT and Blockchain enabled
platforms to be adopted and successful on a multi-channel and global scale.

MARKET AND INDUSTRY

With an existing business model that has enabled onboarding of thousands
companies and a mobile app with over 100,000 downloads, we have been able to go
from ideation to significant revenue in a short time frame of product release. We have
a multi-tiered revenue stream model that includes:

SALES PROJECTIONS

Sales projections for Blockchain smart contracts include the onboarding of 50,000
carriers. Using the FactR token for % fee transactions, a model for 1 carrier is:

SaaS

Monthly access 

fees for the 

platform with 

ranges from free 

to premium

Monthly $

Blockchain

Smart Contract 

fees (%) for the 

generation and 

processing of 

freight 

% Fees

Licensing

Revenue based 

on licensing of 

FactR for our 

wallet for any 

industry

Per Month $

APIs

Creation of 

secure APIs for 

integrations with 

3rd party and 

enterprise 

systems

Access $

1 Carrier

Company

10 Trucks

(average per)

100 Loads

Per Week

$2,000 

Average Load

$200,000 

Load Value
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Data in the industry is not reliable because data points are not verified in real time by
decentralized sources. Added to this fact is that Logistics inherently ‘messy’, with
many touch points, stakeholders, and intermediaries. The nature of logistics and
transportation as a traditional process is underlined with manual communications
(phone, email, fax, etc.) and data is not connected and has no trusted framework.

Added to the freight logistics processes is the challenge of validation of contract
terms, rate negotiation, certification of changes to agreed contracts and where
applicable, settlement( where changes to agreed contracts are required due to
issues such as damage, late fees, loss or cancellation).

INDUSTRY CHALLENGES

Leveraging our existing Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Internet of Things (IoT) platform,
we will integrate Blockchain using Hyperledger and then, add secure mechanisms for
Wallet/Crypto Exchange functionality. By doing so, we take a complex process and
build a framework of automation, trusted data sets and support system integration.
We give multi-party relationships a uniform platform that covers the majority of
logistics and enable instant finance transactions, freight and fleet visibility and unlock
funds frozen in traditional financial dispute processes.

SOLUTIONS TO INDUSTRY CHALLENGES

With planned carrier on-boarding & partnerships, projections for 2018 – 2021:
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Blockchain is a shared, distributed ledger that facilitates the process of recording
transactions and tracking assets in a business network.

With traditional methods for recording transactions and tracking assets, participants
on a network keep their own ledgers and other records in systems that do not
always integrate. It is clearly inefficient due to delays in executing agreements and
the duplication of effort required to maintain un-connected datasets (if they are
connected at all).

Business networks that use Blockchain are shown to solve these issues & gives
participants the ability to efficiently share a ledger-based that is updated, through
peer-to-peer replication, every time a transaction occurs and updated by IoT
connected devices. Building on our existing logistics platform environment, the FactR
Protocol, which will be based on public and permission-based private Blockchain
technology using Hyperledger/Stellar architecture, will enable data flow of the supply
chain for the freight logistics industry. FactR aligns to both Hyperledger in the
Platform and Stellar for a digital wallet, tokens, and crypto-processing.

DISTRIBUTED LEDGER ARCHITECTURE ALIGNMENT

DISTRIBUTED LEDGER TRUST

AUDITABILTY

PERMISSION SMART CONTRACTS

AUTOMATION & INTEGRATION

INSTANT SETTLEMENT
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FactR, integrated with our TMS platform will enable easy transactions for freight
carriers and shippers, with little to no change management. The parties will need to
setup a digital wallet, or use an existing account, and add their information in the
platform account. FactR is designed to work with any invoice solution, for any
industry, here we demonstrate Logistics with RoadLaunch.

The following provides an overview of a example how a freight carrier and shipper
will use a token for processing a freight transaction.

TOKEN FLOW – FREIGHT CARRIER & SHIPPER

How It

Works

Freight in entered in RoadLaunch as a 

quote, FactR tokens are invoked

Freight carrier account provides 

available capacity & certification

Freight is picked & now in transit, 

sensors & App track location(s)

Order is dispatched & 

documents are generated

Load is matched to carrier & 

order is createdAll Quote, Order & 

IoT/App data is written to 

Platform & Hyperledger

Freight Carrier invokes payment 

via FactR

Stellar digital wallet is invoked

Freight is delivered & proof of 

delivery is documented

Instant Payment & Settlement

$
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Current industry estimates indicate that 10% of all freight invoices contain inaccurate
data which leads to disputes as well as many other process inefficiencies in the
logistics industry
(https://www.inttra.com/assets/documents/ced97146-272c-436e-8c54-131313915625.pdf). The following
use case, we illustrate the process of a transaction today, from exporter to importer
(via ocean freight terminals and intermediaries), highlights the gaps in information
flow and how benefits are realized for all parties.

USE CASE – OCEAN & GROUND FREIGHT

Exporter 

(Shipper)

Export 

Broker 

(3/4PL)

Freight 

Forwarder

Exporter 

Customs

Export 

Terminal

Ocean 

Carrier

Import 

Port

Importer 

Customs

Ground 

Carrier
Importer

Import

Bank

Importer

Bank

$ $

i

i
i

i
i

i i i i
i

Current Process (Decentralized)

Exporter 

(Shipper)

Export 

Broker 

(3/4PL)

Freight 

Forwarder

Exporter 

Customs

Export 

Terminal

Ocean 

Carrier

Importer

Port

Import 

Customs

Ground 

Carrier
Importer

New Process (Distributed)

Decentralized Information, shared with all parties as 

Smart Contracts, with permissions based access

i $
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Lets take a look at the previous process example and follow a single freight
container through the process using a Blockchain based platform.

USE CASE – OCEAN & GROUND FREIGHT (Con’t)

Exporter 

(Shipper)

Export 

Broker 

(3/4PL)

Freight 

Forwarder

Exporter 

Customs

Export 

Terminal

Ocean 

Carrier

Importer

Terminal

Import 

Customs

Ground 

Carrier
Importer

Freight paperwork (Bill of Lading, etc.) is 

submitted and stored to the Blockchain

Export Broker sees added freight requirement, updates 

and edits as needed, data is stored as a block

Export Customs Agent sees added freight requirement, 

updates and edits as needed, adds customs documents

Freight Forwarder is notified and can sure capacity 

with Export Terminal & Ocean Carrier

Export Terminal stores, Processes and Loads container 

to Ocean Carrier – Locations and Timestamps added

Ocean Carrier – Transports freight, all documents, 

locations and timestamps are 

Import Broker sees added freight requirement, updates 

and edits as needed, data is stored as a block

Ground Carrier Capacity is matched by platform, 

customs is cleared, paperwork is done, load is ready

Import Customs Agent sees freight as received, 

updates and edits as needed

Importer (Customer or Consignee) is aware of freight, 

costs & location of container throughout entire process

Hyperledger Fabric & FactR token 

via Stellar Digital Wallet

Exporter 

(Shipper)

Export 

Broker 

(3/4PL)

Freight 

Forwarder

Exporter 

Customs

Export 

Terminal

Ocean 

Carrier

Importer

Terminal

Import 

Customs

Ground 

Carrier
Importer

Traceability

Certification 

& 

Governance

Trust & 

Provenance

Instant 

Settlement

Regulatory 

Compliance

Risk 

Mitigation or 

Avoidance

Freight & 

Fleet 

Visibility

Oversight & 

Immutability

Benefits Include
(Exporter & Terminal only)
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Ground Carrier

Platform

Shipper Ocean Carrier Ground Carrier Receiver

… … … … …

1 2 3 4 5

At the origin the carrier uses our platform / App to create 

a Blockchain-committed Smart Order
1

4 Carrier (NVOCC) at destination given order details

5
At the destination the carrier releases the goods to 

receiver, proof of delivery is written to ledger

3 Order is shared with importer using platform.

2
The Ground Carrier confirms order, with all info is 

written to Blockchain

FactR Protocol integrated business platforms will be able to integrate FactR tokens
into their ecosystem via peer networks on Hyperledger/secure web services. Users
can purchase/earn FactR tokens by performing platform specific incentivized actions
and then use these tokens to receive premium services on the platform such as
instant freight invoice processing. The app will keep a small number of tokens as
payment for services rendered, and allocate the rest toward users performing
specific actions that add value to the platform, such as the processing of commercial
freight transactions and associated documents.

Applications or companies that use the FactR Protocol can provide services that
utilize FactR tokens. When a user wants to use a service, they give some amount of
FactR tokens to the application. In this model, some tokens are earned by users
(described above), with the rest are directed towards a “user growth pool.”

The idea behind this user growth pool is that it encourages industry participants to
reinvest in and by awarding active users from the pool. Applications that integrate
the protocol can choose what application-specific actions and contributions users
should be rewarded for, as well as how much they receive. The following provides an
overview of an example ground-sea-ground freight order.

TOKEN FLOW
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Our Intent is to build an ecosystem using Hyperledger technology that all
stakeholders can recognize the benefits of verifiable information of freight from origin
to destination. Blockchain is a public ledger of freight and cargo transactions (or
blocks of information) that are digitally recorded and shared across the existing
logistics network that shippers & carriers (as well as other parties) have today. This
will be a self-auditing logistics environment with digital information that is transparent,
immutable, automated (where possible) and is designed to be incredibly simple to
use, where from the user standpoint, the system is no different than what is used
today, but, has incredible technology working in the background.

We will use a Stellar based token and will integrate to our platform (see below).
Token-based transactions will occur using approved partner Crypto Exchanges such
as Coinbase.

OUR PROTOCOL

As discussed, the RoadLaunch application suite and SaaS platform provide logistics
organizations, Shippers, Transport Carriers and intermediaries (brokers, forwarders,
et. Al) with an AI and IoT platform for asset and freight management. Looking
forward, we are in the process of further enhancing our solution offering with the
following (part of our platform offering, not to be confused with FactR):

Artificial Intelligence enabled Carrier Qualification
Leveraging our existing AI solution, create a hyper-intelligent system for carrier on-
boarding, localizations & provide real-time visibility to shippers on metrics such as
credit, licensing, operations, delivery, safety, & compliance. This will be coupled with
intelligent language & localization for global markets and region specifics.

Next-Gen IoT sensors & Mesh Decentralized Network

Where applicable, we will reduce the cost of asset visibility & layer on top of our
existing IoT solution with Next-Gen IoT sensors. Via an IoT partner, we will provide
customers with asset tracking sensors that will not require monthly fees, on a peer-
to-peer (mesh) network.

SOFTWARE PLATFORM & DATA ACQUISITION
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Public & Semi-Private Blockchain for Smart Contracts
Using Hyperledger & integrated with our Intelligent Transportation Management
System (TMS), RoadLaunch will introduce Semi-private Blockchain for Smart Contract
generation & dynamic updates from Web, API Integration(s), Mobile App, & Next
Generation IoT.

Platform Overview

SOFTWARE PLATFORM & DATA ACQUISITION (Con’t)

Next-Gen Sensor Network

AI Enabled Carrier Qualification

Smart Contract Automation

Hyperledger Updates

Smart Contract Automation

Private Blockchain Invites for 

Semi-Private Smart Contracts

Smart Contract

AI/IoT Ledger

FactR Token & 

Wallet / 

Exchange 

Integration

SaaS Platform 

Users

Stellar

Based 

Token
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As a certified IBM partner and knowing the need to integrate payments into our
existing platform, we had to consider what was the best way to align permissions
based smart contracts. What was seemingly a taboo topic which enterprises didn’t
want to talk about before, is now part of the mainstream conversation and with it, the
opportunity to enable the business to process instant and trusted payments presents
itself.

“IBM’s value-add is the validating and operational presence on the 
public Stellar network that makes it more attractive for enterprises 
to deploy assets and solutions on publicly accessible blockchain 
networks.”
- Jesse Lund, VP Blockchain, IBM
(https://www.lumenauts.com/blog/how-the-partnership-between-ibm-and-stellar-works)

For our customers in Logistics and Transportation, we needed to implement an
integrated payment system that required no deviation from current operational
processes and little to no change management. Leveraging Stellar, we are able to
provide a platform function that promoted instant payments, settlement and dispute
resolution, all with conversions to and from commonly used currencies.

Building utility into the platform and leveraging Stellar, we are able to process freight
transactions in near real-time, across borders and with trusted and ledger based
commercial terms. This will challenge traditional invoice factoring business models.

FactR ALIGNMENT WITH STELLAR

Freight Quote Freight Order Cargo Loading Transit

Freight Delivery Proof Of Delivery Traditional 

Invoicing

Invoice Net 

Terms

FactR enables invoice processing at lower costs

Vis-a-Vis
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Hyperledger Fabric is a blockchain framework implementation and one of the
Hyperledger projects hosted by The Linux Foundation. It allows components, such as
consensus and membership services, to be plug-and-play and leverages container
technology to host smart contracts called “chaincode” that comprise the application
logic of the system.

While leveraging open-source best practices, Hyperledger Fabric enables
confidentiality, scalability, and security in business environments. And for us,
provides the trust and fabric that will enable our platform in processing payments for
freight transactions

TECHNICAL LANDSCAPE – HYPERLEDGER FABRIC

The technology characteristics, in alignment to our existing AI and IoT enabled
platform, our technology has the following characteristics:

▪ Permission membership and the creation of semi-private smart contracts
▪ Semi-private Blockchains that mirror the relationships seen in logistics operations

amongst shippers and freight carriers
▪ Performance, scalability, and levels of trust, backed by IBM Cloud and Stellar
▪ Data on a permissions-based access structure
▪ Immutable distributed ledger, enabling workflow drill-down from a simple user

interface (commonly used in freight quote-delivery processes today)
▪ Modular architecture that supports secure APIs and partner integrations
▪ Protection of commercial and sensitive data (permissions based)
▪ Off-chain transactions for transaction speed and scale
▪ Modular platform for building, deploying, and running partner extensibility
▪ A permission smart contract interpreter based on a hybrid of Hyperledger based

semi-private contracts and Stellar for digital wallet settlement
▪ Business blockchain framework designed for inter-model logistics
▪ Interoperability between ledger systems designed to transfer value across

distributed and non-distributed ledgers
▪ Owners of FactR utility tokens are intended to be users of utility tokens for freight

payment processing and settlement

TECHNOLOGY CHARACTERISTICS
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The FactR Protocol is divided into the following elements:

SDK & PROTOCOL ELEMENTS OVERVIEW

It is the RoadLaunch team’s intention to fully integrate the FactR SDK with the
transport management system (roadlaunch.com). Once completed, the transport
management system will remain almost identical in terms of user interface, however,
they will be underlying and connected to Blockchain technology. This connectivity
will then lower costs of invoicing and payments, and ensure that there is little to no
change management for our users and customer base.

In doing so, the commercial terms of the shipper and freight carriers become 100%
trusted and transparent. This enables proof of logistics activities and proof of delivery
in near real-time, thus creating the option of instant payments for freight invoices
(based on agreed commercial terms and alignment of the freight order/rate
confirmation). This, from an available cash flow and settlement standpoint, allows for
the disruption of the traditional finance/factoring models today, the creation of new
business models and at lower rates of processing fees seen today.

PLATFORM AND CUSTOMER ALIGNMENT

Protocol Element Description

FactR Nodes Enables trusted firsthand data verification, integrity & ownership 
across multiple logistics parties (shippers and freight carriers)

Data Gathering and 
analytics using Watson

Enable efficient matching of buying and selling data, services, etc.

Data Verification Enable liquidity in the system so that prices across the assets are 
conducive to scaling the system.

Data Integrity Permission based on semi-private blockchain enabled by Hyperledger

Data Ownership Hybrid Blockchain for shippers, freight carriers and the consensus 
network operator

Data Generation Crypto exchange connectivity, enabled by quote to invoice platform 
features, mobile app, and IoT devices connected to Hyperledger fabric
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The FactR team is forming alliances in the logistics industry with large corporations,
small businesses, freight companies, truckers, technologists and other business
partners, such as our acceptance to the IBM Logistics Consortium and Global Trade
Digitization organization and engagements. This initiative is an important piece of our
strategy, not only from a marketing perspective, but to proactively drive widespread
support of the platform in the market today and how FactR will be used globally
going forward.

Our team and advisors have a combined century of experience in marketing and
enterprise relationships, many with decades of history in industry relationships,
strategic partnerships and social media influencers. The team is uniquely equipped,
both directly and through relationships, to execute marketing campaigns
that will spread our vision and secure our brand as a dominant player global logistics.
Additionally, We will advertise on relevant platforms to reach the right people in the
shipping and logistics industry and spread the message of trust, truth, and value.

FactR Business Model
The FactR Protocol’s core customer value proposition is intended to be the reduction
of the net working capital investment requirements of carriers in the freight logistics
industry, coupled with seamless and trusted transaction automation.

By leveraging Blockchain technology embedded in the FactR Protocol, the protocol
aims to disrupt the freight logistics receivables factoring industry by enabling
factoring of receivables more efficiently than the traditional methods (e.g. through a
factoring company, commercial bank, etc.).

Smaller costs for processing commercial invoices (i.e. factor discounts), generated
through the FactR Protocol, should incentivize carriers to factor their receivables
more often, and potentially trigger such factoring earlier in the cash collection cycle
(including up to immediately following confirmation of freight orders or even in
advance of pick-up). FactR intends to work with a finance partner (identified) under
an arrangement where they would obtain ownership of factored receivables, and
FactR would receive a margin for transferring title to the receivables.

MARKETING & BUSINESS MODEL
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The utility of the FactR token to carriers is outlined below under direct and indirect
components:

Direct
▪ Liquidity: ability to monetize receivables earlier in the business cycle at smaller

factoring discounts than currently available
▪ Better orchestration with other freight logistics industry participants
▪ Workflow traceability and transparency supporting process improvement
▪ Electronically synchronized documentation
▪ Decreased reliance on third parties
▪ Analytics from the use of the FactR Protocol
▪ Trusted and secure integrations with blockchain based technology
▪ Greater utilization of shared cloud technology reducing IT costs in key areas
▪ Trusted partner network resulting in reduced commercial risks

Indirect
▪ Reduced empty miles due to higher loads from load matching
▪ Vetting of shippers likely to bring access to better quality freight
▪ Access to the platform for freight and fleet management
▪ Creation of next-generation logistics partnerships through shippers and carriers

using a shared platform
▪ The potential for seamless cross-border transactions underpinned by Blockchain

enabled third parties

TOKEN UTILITY OVERVIEW
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FactR Protocol integrated platforms will be able to integrate FactR tokens into their
ecosystem. Users can earn FactR tokens by performing platform specific incentivized
actions and then use these earned tokens to receive premium services on the
platform. The platform/app will keep a defined number of tokens as payment for
services rendered, or a % of the invoice value, and allocate the rest toward users
performing specific actions that add value to the platform (i.e. payment of
receivables).

Applications or companies that use the FactR Protocol can provide services that
utilize FactR tokens. When a user wants to use a service, they give some amount of
FactR tokens to the application. In this model, some tokens are earned by users
(described above), with the rest are directed towards a “user growth pool.”
The idea behind this user growth pool is that it encourages industry participants to
reinvest in their platform by awarding active users from the pool. Applications that
integrate the protocol can choose what application-specific actions and
contributions users should be rewarded for, as well as how much they receive.

TOKEN FLOW (HIGH LEVEL)

Ground Carrier

FactR 

Platform

Shipper Ocean Carrier Ground Carrier Receiver

… … … … …

1 2 3 4 5

At the origin the carrier uses our platform to 

create a Blockchain-committed Smart Order
1

The full info of order, freight, origin-destination data, & available for currency exchange via Stellar & Exchanges

4 Carrier or NVOCC at destination is shared order & 

freight details.

5
At the destination the carrier releases the goods to 

receiver, proof of delivery is written to ledger

3 Order is shared with shipper using platform.

2
The Ground Carrier confirms order, with all info is 

written to Blockchain
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Taking a look at the FactR partner eco-system and associated parties in detail, the
following describes the value brought for each.

TOKEN FLOW – PARTNER VALUE

Value Overview per Logistics Party

Shipper

• Trusted Network 
Partners

• Advanced Analytics
• Lower Payables 

Overhead Costs
• Freight/Asset visibility
• Immutability
• Improved Dispute 

Resolution
• Secure API Integration
• Instant Transfer of 

Ownership
• End-to-end Traceability

Ocean Carrier

• Trusted Network 
Partners

• Blockchain based Bill of 
Lading 

• Ledger Based Cargo 
Ownership

• Paperless orchestration
• Immutability
• Ground-Sea-Ground 

Visibility

Receiver

• Trusted Network 
Partners

• Advanced Analytics
• Lower Payables 

overhead costs
• Freight/Asset visibility
• Immutability
• Improved Dispute 

Resolution
• Instant Proof Of Delivery
• End-to-end Traceability
• Validation and 

certification of freight 
content/class/materials

• Trusted Network 
Partners

• Advanced Analytics
• Lower Receivables 

Overhead costs
• Freight/Asset visibility
• Immutability
• Improved Dispute 

Resolution
• Increased partner 

certification
• Improved logistics 

credibility
• Instant settlement

Ground Carrier

Ground Carrier

FactR 

Platform

Shipper Ocean Carrier Ground Carrier Receiver

… … … … …

2 3 4 51
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Released FactR tokens are released into the user’s account when they purchase a
service based smart contract (i.e. shipper requested freight order). Upon fulfillment of
the terms of the smart contract (i.e. freight order is confirmed delivered and payment
is requested by freight carrier), FactR tokens get released to the carrier, which can
and then be used to pay for service(s) provided, tokens remain in the system or
exchanged for other currencies. This occurs within the system, on Stellar, with our
finance partners.

Carriers and users pay a commission from their own turnover of FactR tokens to
FactR/Finance Partners. The commission is automatically collected according to the
results of a transaction. At the project development stage, until the demand for
value-oriented services reaches the saturation limit, it is expected that monthly
purchases of FactR tokens will exceed FactR sales (exchange for other currencies).
Thus, the price of FactR tokens will grow over the long term, backed by the real
product fulfillment with confirmed demand and in freeing up funds that may be
related to higher based factoring fees or in settlement/dispute resolution.

TOKEN CIRCULATION MODEL

Demand for FactR tokens is provided by the properties of a smart contract, including
decentralized settlements; this results in a competitive advantage to carriers
connected to the FactR Protocol via the Transportation Management Platform.

If demand exceeds the established limit on the volume of FactR tokens ordered for
sale, which means that the FactR Protocol does not have enough volume to fulfill all
services equivalent to the number of purchased FactR tokens within a year, a queue
for services will be formed in the order of buying of FactR tokens. Funds received in
payment for services that cannot be provided within a year due to the limited
throughput of the FactR Protocol will be placed in an escrow account until such a
possibility arises (via exchange and finance partner).

FactR tokens held to the distribution in favor of the team will be distributed only
when there are no funds left in the escrow account waiting to increase the annual
capacity of the FactR protocol. The initial value of the FactR tokens is set by the
FactR wallet, as a stable coin value in the system for the escrow/smart contract

TOKEN DEMAND
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LOGISTICS
FUNCTION

Process freight transitions in near real-time
Purchase or sell freight services

Reduce or eliminate cash flow burdens
Instantly process Proof of Delivery & associated invoice payments

THE RIGHTS

Product access & usage
Token ownership

Governance & status 
Access to information & analytics

VALUE
EXCHANGE

Access to trusted ecosystem partners
Access to quality freight

Lowered operations costs
Improved cash flow, reduced finance overhead

TOLLS & 
FEES

SaaS fees for platform access (per user)
% of smart contract based on freight order (invoice)

TRANSACTION
Trusted and immutable freight transactions

Instant documents for payment & transaction units (dollars, etc.)

Shippers
▪ Save freight costs by dealing directly with FactR Platform certified carriers and

reducing their reliance on middlemen

Carriers
▪ Direct access to enterprise level systems and higher quality freight shippers
▪ Liquidity through access to lower cost receivable processing

All Parties
▪ Access to a freight and fleet management blockchain platform supported by IBM

See “Utility Token Overview” for a comprehensive overview of token utility.

KEY TOKEN ATTRACTION HIGHLIGHTS

TOKEN OPERATIONAL FRAMEWORK

ROLE ROLE COMPONENTS
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Overview
FactR tokens are designed for various utilities in network unification of data across
the data points in the freight logistics ecosystem, inherently designed to provide
reliable, quantitative and transparent data sets to users within segments of freight
logistics industry (i.e. shippers and freight carriers).

FactR tokens are implemented on the public Stellar Blockchain. The Stellar tokens
establish a standard contract API for tokens on the Steller blockchain and have
become the de facto representation for all types of digital assets. All FactR tokens
share the same core contract interface, simplifying integration with external contracts.

In addition to the core token interface, the FactR token smart contract will have
additional functionality to create new FactR tokens, finalize the Crowdsale and send
money to a certified exchange & digital wallet, refund users in the case of a failed
Crowdsale and burn any unsold tokens. The Stellar based FactR token smart contract
is written in a trusted programming language (See www.stellar.og/developers) and
will be publicly accessible and free to use.

FactR tokens that are purchased by the public at our Token process will be delivered
as soon as ETH (or other accepted types) are received. The FactR tokens will be
usable after the token sale as soon as the FactR Token protocol is publicly released.
We intend to only launch our Token Crowdsale once we are assured that all security
measures have been completed:
1. A security audit by IBM/Partners for all smart contracts used for our Crowdsale

including token creation and Token contract
2. All FactR tokens stored by us will be stored offline in hardware wallets
3. Most of the reserve funds will also be stored offline within hardware wallets
4. The keys for hardware wallets will be geographically distributed
5. In the future, we plan to launch a bug bounty program for all smart contracts we

develop the smart contracts for FactR token sale are currently under review and
once completed will be publicly available on GITHUB. We will address any and
all severe or critical vulnerabilities suggested by trusted partners in the final
implementation of the smart contracts. The final implementation and code for the
smart contracts will be released publicly prior to the FactR token.

TOKEN SALE
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Process
This whitepaper highlights the key stages and features of the FactR Protocol and the
future trajectories in which our products will be developed. In advance of their use
within the FactR Protocol, RoadLaunch is offering the FactR token, a Stellar based
token on the Stellar Blockchain for integration with TMS based Smart Contracts.
FactR tokens will be funded by four sources: founders group, private investors, pre-
ITO and an ITO crowdsale for the FactR token on the Stellar Blockchain when
designated.

We will sell the tokens until the hard cap is reached. Participants willing to support
the development of the FactR Protocol can do so by sending Ether to the designated
addresses. By doing so, they are purchasing FacrR tokens at
the rate of 0.00029 FactR tokens per 1 ETH (or $0.15 per token) which are sent
instantly to their wallet. We may accept other Cryptos for the exchange (i.e. Bitcoin)

Further details of the ITO and the potential benefits of FactR token ownership are
provided in this Whitepaper. The binding terms and provision of the FactR Token
Sale will be outlined in the Terms & Conditions provided at https://factrpay.io/ (the
“Website”).

▪ The accepted currency during the ITO is ETH/BTC/XLM/Fiat
▪ The creation will be capped (“Soft Cap”) upon receipt of ETH/BTC/XLM

equivalent to USD. This amount is subject to change before the Token Creation
event.

▪ Token Creation period will last 60 (Sixty) days, if Soft Cap is not reached sooner.
▪ If the Soft Cap is reached before the end of 60 (sixty) days, additional

contributions will be accepted for 120 hours in case some contributors missed the
very short window for FactR token creation.

▪ If the Crowdsale campaign does not reach its minimal capital goal of USD
3,000,000, all funds will be returned automatically to the FactR token holders by
the Stellar account.

▪ Token Creation has a hard cap: upon achieving this cap, token creation will stop
& no further contributions will be accepted; hard cap.

▪ Tokens that are not sold during the Crowdsale will be burned automatically by
the smart contract

TOKEN SALE
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Process (Continued)
Procedures to be followed:
• Security & functional reviews conducted on Crowdsale contract & Token Minting
• Stellar best practice guidelines for ordering smart contract code
• Source code for contract will be published on GitHub 

(https://github.com/FactRToken/factr)
• Capped Crowdsale with minimum and maximum caps
• Safe-Math integer overflow functions used throughout
• Multi-sig wallets for funding and foundation
• Offline hardware wallets for cold storage with geographically distributed keys
• Business plan, banking services and funding from founders established and

published for verification

The conditions of the Crowdsale itself are shown below, as enforced by the smart
contract. Whoever sends Ether to this contract directly, or via the Buy Tokens
function, is considered a ‘participant’ in the Crowdsale. The Pre-sale and ITO
contracts sell the same FactR token. The ITO contract is first deployed, which
awaits its start block to run the ITO but immediately dispenses the Pre-sale tokens to
the founder wallet. We then transfer the Pre-sale tokens to a separate, Pre-sale
contract.

FactR token contracts:
• Implement a standard Stellar-compliant token (FactR token)
• Only Pre-sale FactR tokens exist before the ITO, and no additional FactR tokens

beyond those created in the ITO itself can ever be created.
• Utilize Multi-Signature wallets for processing and hardware wallet cold-storage (or

ETH/BTC/XLM)
• Allows verification of the total token supply
• Allows an emergency halt to occur should any part of the offering or Blockchain

require it
• Is fully regression tested, security audited and peer/crowd-reviewed with bug

bounties

TOKEN SALE
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TOKEN DISTRIBUTION

FactR tokens will be distributed per the below table, which includes a reserve, and
the token community, after which private purchasers will participate. The public will
then participate in the form of pre-sale (which will include bonus tokens) and
crowdsale.

Private Distribution

Reserved 25,000,000     25%

Token Community (Logistics, etc.) 15,000,000     15%

Private Purchasers 35,000,000     35%

Total Private Distribution 75,000,000   75%

Public Distribution

" Presale"  (30 Days) 10,000,000     10%

" Crowd Sale"  (31 Days) 15,000,000     15%

Total Public Distribution 25,000,000   25%

Total Authorized FactR Tokens 100,000,000 100%

Private Purchasers to be issued bonus FactR Tokens at a rate to be confirmed. This is due to the

amount purchased (once firm commitment is reached bonus can be decided).

The price of FactR tokens are on a sliding scale,  based on how early they are purchased

Crowd Sale Stage -  Extra bonuses allocation (Day 1-31: Pre-Sale Bonus):

Bonus: +40 FactR tokens

Bonus: +30 FactR tokens

Bonus: +20 FactR tokens

Bonus: +10 FactR tokens

Bonus: +5 FactR tokens

Min. Purchase from 5,000,000 FactR tokens

Min. Purchase from 3,000,000 FactR tokens

Min. Purchase from 1,000,000 FactR tokens

Min. Purchase from 250,000 FactR tokens

Min. Purchase from 100,000 FactR tokens
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Our platform is a pioneer in bringing technology solutions to the North American
trucking industry. Its widely-used web platform/app, shows all major and independent
truck stops, truck parking, rest areas, open/closed weigh stations, scales, truck
washes, hotels and restaurants nearby. And within the platform, we automated
quoting, dispatch, digitized capacity and enabled AI (powered by Watson) for
advanced route planning and analytics.

After identifying blockchain technology as transformative to the trucking industry, the
company invested resources, both capital, and personnel, to leading the scaled
adoption of the technology in the industry. To this end, the FactR protocol has been
designed as the core platform to turn our next generation platform vision into reality.

HOW WE GOT HERE

ROADMAP AND PRODUCT PLANNING

November 2017
[ Completed advanced features in 
Transportation Management System ]

January 2018
[ Work begins on FactR token Planning ]

April 2018
[ Whitepaper published, private sales 
planned for July 2018 ]

Devember 2017
[ Started work on Hyperledger smart 
contracts and published whitepaper ]

March 2018
[ IBM announces RoadLaunch as 
strategic Logistics Consortium Partner ]

May 2018
[ Private sales planned for July 2018, Pre-
Sales to begin Sept  1, 2018  TBC ]
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The project will consist of three phases:

PHASE OVERVIEW

The FactR Protocol will be first integrated into the platform as a proof of concept and
ready for market by end of Q2 2018.

Shortly after, we will integrate the protocol into the Transportation Management
System for commercial term use and freight processing (based on commercial
invoices, Bill of Lading and digital wallet/approved exchanges). This will enable
seamless freight and fleet management in one system, with as high as 75% process
automation from quote to invoice and lowering cost of invoice processing from 3-5%
to 1% (percentages based on the credit rating of account holder).

With FactR planned to be released by Q3 2018 and full product in market by Q4
2018, freight ecosystem members (RoadLaunch platform users among other
licensing partners), can plan to take advantage of next-generation freight and fleet
management, lowering their costs, generating fluid, trusted transactions and creating
forward-thinking global partners, all with scale, security and sophistication.

Once all platform components are in market with FactR Protocol integration, we will
conclude any remaining security audits and open our APIs for partners to integrate
and join us in the decentralization of the logistics industry.

NEXT STEPS

Hyperledger is integrated 
into Intelligent TMS. 
Smart Contracts and 

Semi-Private Blockchains 
available to customers for 

in market use. 

1

FactR Whitepaper is 
published, along with 
technical design for 

Stellar token. Private & 
Presales planning aligned 

to customer pilots

2

FactR token sales are 
finalized and integrated 

into intelligent TMS for in 
market use for 

processing freight based 
on smart contracts.

3
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THE TEAM

Name Description Role Responsible For

Cory Skinner CEO, Truckbubba, CEO & Founder of 
RoadLaunch. Patent holder, serial 
entrepreneur, technologist
https://www.linkedin.com/in/coryskinner/

Co-Founder, 
Business 
Architect

Responsible for 
overarching FactR 
business, Token 
design and go to 
market

Huan Jin CTO, CS PhD, 10 yr AI/Machine Learning, 
Data Science & advanced logic 
developer, Blockchain enthusiast
https://www.linkedin.com/in/hellohuan/

Co-Founder, 
Software 
Architect

Responsible for 
alignment of 
Hyperledger to 
Platform and 
Token Blockchain

Andres Trivino Strategic advisor to start ups and 
organizations in the U.S, Canada and 
Latin America. President at Canada 
Colombia Chamber of Investment and 
Trade. 21+ years consulting experience, 
former PwC Advisor 
https://www.linkedin.com/in/andres-
trivino-69132610/

Advisor, 
Business 
Development & 
Investment

Responsible for 
business 
development, 
sales and 
marketability

Jenny Jin 15 years experience as a Logistics 
Domain industry expert,  serial 
entrepreneur and operations lead

LinkedIn: Not Available

Co-Founder, 
Logistics 
Operations 
SME

Responsible for 
logistics domain 
expertise and 
customer 
adoption

Jason Jiang PhD software architect, 10 year 
experience managing global software 
development team, Blockchain 
developer

LinkedIn: Not Available

Software 
Architecture 
and Blockchain

Responsible for 
alignment of 
Hyperledger to 
Platform and 
Token Blockchain
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THE TEAM (Con’t)

Name Description Role Responsible For

Wayne Scali Business Advisor to high tech start-ups. 
Formerly Head of Investment Analysis 
at Walmart Canada, and previous 
experience in investment banking 
(Merrill Lynch, Macquarie)
https://www.linkedin.com/in/wayne-
scali/

Advisor, 
Strategic 
Finance & 
Partnerships

Responsible for 
alignment of 
Token business 
models to finance 
partner

Michael 
Szucsik

Highly technical with experience in 
Blockchain and full stack development 
(React, Node.Js, Go, etc.), & several 
Ethereum based projects and 

distributed ledger technologies.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/mike-
szucsik/

Software 
Developer, 
Blockchain & 
Crypto

Responsible for 
alignment of 
Hyperledger to 
Platform and 
Token Blockchain

Guillermo 
Ginesta

Extensive experience in Innovation, 
Business Transformation, Startup
Strategy, Digital Marketing, 
eCommerce, SEM and Branding 
https://www.linkedin.com/in/gginesta/

Advisor, 
Business 
Strategy and 
Investments

Responsible for 
alignment of 
business and 
investment 
partners

Steve Downer Founder Down2BAskills Inc., 
technologist and IoT Consultant.
https://www.linkedin.com/in/stephendo
wner/

Consultant, 
Blockchain and 
IoT

Responsible for 
alignment of 
Hyperledger to 
Platform and IoT

Justinas 
Janulevicius

Founder of Inomis, ICT Consulting for 
Blockchain, Identity Management, & AI 
https://www.linkedin.com/in/justinas-
janulevicius-29768124/

Advisor, 
Blockchain and 
Identity 
Management

Responsible for 
alignment of 
Hyperledger to 
permissions 
based semi-
private smart 
contracts

Jason Cassidy One of the first humans involved in 
Blockchain technology, Founder of 
Helium Pay, Blockchain TV and 
CryptoConsultant. 
https://www.linkedin.com/in/cassidyjaso
n/

Co-founder Advisor and Co-
founder, 
responsible for 
strategy, crypto-
economics
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Later… Completing the Escrow

Creating an Escrow

FactR provides a suite of generic and atomic features to applications integrated with 
it. Trusted applications can make requests to FactR such as creating wallets for 
users, viewing and managing balances, and creating escrows between parties or 
finance partners.

External Application Integration
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Carrier
[ Accepted an $10,000 order ]

Shipper
[ Needs to ship product,

creates an order ]

Finance Partner
[ Covers the $10,000 order ]

Roadlaunch
[ Create an 

Escrow for the 
Shipper and 

Carrier, 
financed by 
the Finance 

Partner ]

FactR
[ Creates an 

Escrow for the 
Shipper and 

Carrier, 
financed by 
the Finance 

Partner ]

FactR
[ Funds delivered to the Carrier

(backed by the Finance Partner)]

Roadlaunch
[ The $10,000 order is complete]



FactR uses two categories of tokens. First is the FTR token is the pre-generated 
token that can be stored on the platform for potential incentives and speculative 
growth. Second, is a dynamic set of internal tokens. These tokens can not be 
removed from the system and provide functionality and utility to all FactR features.

Token Classes
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Code/Tag FTR

Name FactR

Description FactR - Intelligent Blockchain Token for Logistics

Decimals 7

Conditions There is a supply limit of 100,000,000 FTR

Image URL https://www.factrpay.io/assets/images/factr_logo.png

Image

Issuer Address GAQ6W5I7LIWQAE47ZY7EQWRVVF2JELYXG6OKL7HHOSL5MWVEIGRP
GYCO

Home domain www.factrpay.io

Operation threshold 1 / 1 / 1 (Locked)

Generation Event 05 Jun 2018 00:52:52 UTC

Token Initial Supply 100,000,000

Supply Account GD2EGYY5NV67IWSVBS5UR2QPCEUVYP6J5HAKOXAEBEW5DO77WXK
TGCFM

FTR is a generated tokenized asset on the Stellar blockchain. It was generated on 
June 5th, 2018 with a supply count of 100,000,000 tokens. The token issuer was 
locked after the generation event (this prevents future tokens to be generated with 
the same tag and issuer).

FTR Token Specification



FTR Token Cont’d
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The token on its own is a generic Stellar asset which can be transferred, or traded on 
the open public network at any time. The FTR holder can make the decision to do 
what they wish with their tokens at any time. The FactR wallet provided within 
Roadlaunch (which may also be provided with partner applications) has added 
functionality for FTR. By default, all wallets using the FactR embedded wallet have a 
trust set up for FTR. This means without any extra action the user can receive FTR 
into their wallet.

Once FTR tokens are in the FactR embedded wallet, they can be transferred to other 
system specific users (Roadlaunch emails) or external users or wallets (public keys) 
with absolutely no fee. These tokens can also be traded (bought or sold for XLM) 
within the FactR wallet. The FactR wallet will provide a platform to watch Stellar-wide 
open market trades and a way to create or manage buy or sell offers.

FactR will provide functionality for wallet usage for the FTR token. This includes all 
functionality already implemented with internal FactR tokens and also extends upon 
them. FTR tokens will be transferable to wallets or other users outside of the system.

External Stellar Wallets

User User

Internal
Tokens

FTR

RoadLaunch Wallets

User User

Internal
Tokens

FTR

Partner Wallets

Internal
Tokens

FTR

FactR Platform
Internal
Tokens

FTR
Internal
Tokens

FTR



FTR Token Functionality
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Token Storage
• Upon generation of wallets for any given application, the wallet will be funded 

with a minimum balance of 2 XLM + a trustline will automatically be created with 
the FTR token specified above

• Users will be given an option to view their public key in order to receive FTR 
tokens to this wallet

• XLM can also be stored in the FTR wallet, all funds above the dynamic minimum 
amount is considered the user’s XLM funds

Balance Lookups
• Users wallet information will be stored on the application to be referenced at any 

time with FactR
• FactR will handle calls to Stellar to find out information about the users FTR 

balance, as well as any other internal token balances
• XLM balances are hidden from the user unless the balance is above the minimum 

balance threshold (the user has added funds of their own)
Token Transfer
• Users will be able to make transfers to other users within the application they are 

using via usernames or emails (FactR embedded)
• Users will also be able to send tokens to Stellar public key addresses (across 

FactR applications, or all of Stellar)
Create Trading Offers
• A user with an XLM balance can create a transaction to Buy FTR on the open 

stellar market, carried out through FactR
• A user with a FTR balance can create a Buy XLM offer with their FTR balance.
• Users can choose an amount and price for either of these trades which will remain 

open until fulfilled.
Manage Trading Offers
• Users will be able to view their trade offers, and the top current trade offers on the 

open Stellar market
• Users will be able to cancel trade offers at any time
• Trader offers that are partially filled can also be cancelled, in which case only part 

of the trade is cancelled and the other part is completed.
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FTR Token Incentives

The FactR system is designed to allow for incentives for FTR holders. While the FTR 
token is not directly related to internal FactR token within the system, holding the FTR 
token within the system can have a benefit. These potential incentives may be 
deployed on the FactR Co implementation of the FactR system. Some incentives are 
targeted to all FTR token holders throughout the Stellar ecosystem, and extending 
upon that, users who also have their tokens staked within the FactR system may also 
reap more incentives.

Licensed version of FactR may also enable such incentives with their own customized 
periods or rates. This may look similar to the above diagram if all incentives are 
enabled within that system.

FactR Co does not guarantee any of these incentives will be given to FTR holders. 
Some incentive features that WILL be available in the FactR system include the 
following:

Buybacks

On a month/quarter/semi annual or annual period, FactR Co may automatically run a 
process to buy FTR from the open Stellar ecosystem using a portion of profits 
generated during that period. This means anyone with FTR tokens on any wallet 
could list to sell these tokens. The FactR system will automatically purchase the 
cheapest tokens until the total amount in converted dollars is spent. This transaction 
will occur in Lumens (XLM), the native currency of Stellar. As an example:

Application 
Name

Period FactR Co Revenue Share Committed to FTR

Roadlaunch Q2 2018 $1,000,000 $100,000

Partner App Q2 2018 $250,000 $25,000

Buyback Amount ($) $125,000

Buyback Amount (XLM) 625,000 XLM
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FTR Token Incentives Cont’d

In the example on the previous page, the FTR market will be stimulated with 
$125,000 or 625,000 XLM worth of FTR tokens being purchased at the current 
market price during the buyback period.

Any tokens publicly listed for sale on Stellar with the lowest rate will be purchased 
quickly, although with large transactions this process may be stretched over a period 
of minutes, hours or days (depending on the size of the purchase). The reason for this 
delay is to prevent instant market fluctuations based on limited supply available for 
sale.

As an example of this:

The first 400,000 FTR would be purchased at the average price of FTR, but since 
there is only about 400,000 FTR priced at normal rates, the price would sky rocket 
temporarily. After an instance purchase the price would be inflated by 40 times. This 
could cause confusion or lost money from unknown buyers. The purchase price will 
be within a set range of the normal price over that last 10-30 days.

The term in which buybacks occur is not yet determined and may or may not be 
regularly scheduled. The percentage for each of these buybacks is also not yet 
determined. A schedule for buy backs may be created with a percentage rate based 
on expected profits based dynamically on trends.

For Sale Price Cost Total 
(Combined)

Purchased
(Instant)

Purchased
(Delayed)

Funds
Remaining

200,000 
FTR

1.00
XLM/FTR

200,000
XLM

200,000
XLM

Yes
200,000 FTR

Yes
200,000 FTR

425,000
XLM

200,000 
FTR

1.02
XLM/FTR

204,000
XLM

404,000
XLM

Yes
200,000 FTR

Yes
200,000 FTR

221,000
XLM

200,000 
FTR

40.00 
XLM/FTR

12,000,000
XLM

12,404,000
XLM

Yes
5525 FTR

No
Wait for range

0 XLM
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FTR Token Incentives Cont’d

With the FTR gained from the Buybacks, there are two options on how to use them. 
Benefiting all FTR holders by burning them, or benefiting FTR holders that hold their 
tokens within the FactR system by doing a system wide airdrop. A mixture of both 
methods can also be done as it can be customized and provided in the FactR system.

Air Drops

FTR tokens purchased from buybacks will be redistributed to token holders that have 
their tokens stored within the FactR system. All tokens purchased are divided equally 
over all FTR balances within the FactR system (over all applications using FactR, but 
not over licensed version of FactR).

In order to incentivize staking tokens in the FactR wallet:

1. Snapshots of wallets will be taken on regular intervals at an unspecified time. 
2. When a wallet contains FTR during a snapshot, a value will be added to a table 

storing that wallets “score” for airdrops. The value added is determined by the 
number of FTR tokens held at the time of snapshot.

3. All scores are added together within a buyback/airdrop period to calculate a 
grand total for that wallet.

4. Each wallet score is divided by the total score of all FactR wallets in that period.
5. The percent is multiplied by the total number of tokens being airdropped to 

determine the amount of tokens each wallet will receive.
6. Payment transactions are queued and sent to Stellar to airdrop all eligible wallets.
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FTR Token Incentives Cont’d

As an example of how this calculation works (assuming only these 4 wallets exist in 
the FactR system):

The FactR system will automatically run this procedure after a buyback assuming the 
feature is enabled and configured.

Burning Tokens

FTR tokens may also be burned or destroyed after buybacks in order to decrease the 
supply (increasing the value of each remaining FTR). This incentives FTR holders as a 
whole, not just FTR holders within the FactR system. The periods and percentage 
rates for burning tokens has not yet been determined.

The FactR system will automatically run this procedure after a buyback assuming the 
feature is enabled and configured.

500 FTR to be Airdropped

User Period 1 Period 
2

Period 
3

Period 
4

Period 
5

Score % Share Airdropped
Amount

Chris 100 100 100 100 100 500 14.2857143 71.4285714

Jeff 0 0 0 0 1000 1000 28.5714286 142.8571428

Steve 100 200 300 400 500 1500 42.8571429 214.2857143

Dave 250 250 250 250 0 1000 28.5714286 142.8571428

3500 100% 500 FTR
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Internal System FactR Tokens

Due to the limitations of a single token having a single value, a dynamic multi token 
approach is used in FactR. Applications utilizing FactR may have one or more finance 
partners that may offer one or more rates. The solution is to create a manage multiple 
utility currencies. These currencies can be dynamically managed by the system and 
combined when viewing basic details for wallets/escrows/etc.

Each finance partner would be added to FactR multiple times (assuming they have 
variable commission percentages).

In the example below a finance partner named Finance Partner 1 for Application X is 
added with a commission of 4%.

A token would be generated for Application X : Finance Partner 1 : 4 percent

If the same finance partner is also involved with Application Y, Application Y can also 
add them to FactR.

A token would be generated for Application Y : Finance Partner 1 : 4 percent

Only Application X would have the ability to use any tokens generated for Application 
X, and Y with Y.

Application Name Finance Partner 
Name

Commission FactR Commission

Application X Finance Partner 1 4% 1%

Application Name Finance Partner 
Name

Commission FactR Commission

Application X Finance Partner 1 4% 1%

Application Y Finance Partner 1 4% 1%
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Internal System FactR Tokens Cont’d

If Finance Partner 1, also wishes to offer better rates (perhaps for higher valuation 
transactions) the application can add them again with a different commission 
percentage.

A token would be generated for Application X : Finance Partner 1 : 2 percent

At this point, Application X has 2 token types for Finance Partner 1.

When a new finance partner wishes to work with the application, the application can 
add that finance partner, and their commission rates.

A token would be generated for Application X : Finance Partner 2 : 3 percent

A token would also be generated for Application X : Finance Partner 2 : 1.5 percent

All finance partners for the application can be added using this pattern. None of these 
values can be removed but they can be deprecated.

Application Name Finance Partner 
Name

Commission FactR Commission

Application X Finance Partner 1 4% 1%

Application X Finance Partner 1 2% 0.5%

Application Y Finance Partner 1 4% 1%

Application Name Finance Partner 
Name

Commission FactR Commission

Application X Finance Partner 1 4% 1%

Application X Finance Partner 1 2% 0.5%

Application X Finance Partner 2 3% 1.33%

Application X Finance Partner 2 1.5% 0.67%

Application Y Finance Partner 1 4% 1%
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Internal System FactR Tokens Functionality

Escrows
Tokens already held in a users account can be used in an escrow. With 1 token type 
that covers the full balance this model is simple, as only one currency is held in 
escrow. If a user has many currencies from many finance partners, or percentages, 
the system would take the cheapest commission percentages first until completely 
used, followed by the second most and on, until the escrow is fully funded. To clarify 
what this means:

User A has 9000 tokens worth $8640 if claimed.
3000 of them are FTR-3 (Finance partner 1 with 3% including FactR Co commission)
3000 of them are ABC-4 (Finance partner 2 with 4% including FactR Co commission)
3000 of them are 999-5 (Finance partner 3 with 5% including FactR Co commission)

3000 FTR-3 is worth $2,910 USD if claimed
3000 ABC-4 is worth $2,880 USD if claimed
3000 999-5 is worth $2,850 USD if claimed

User A wants to use their tokens and saved the factoring cost. They create a new 
escrow using 5000 tokens (to pay for a $5000 shipment).

This escrow would use 3000 FTR-3 and 2000 ABC-4 because they are the best 
rated (to incentivize finance partners to provide the lowest rate).

The Carrier that is involved in this escrow would see they would be getting 5000 
tokens with a 3.4% fee ($,4830 USD if claimed).

Trust lines would be created for the carrier receiving the batches of tokens after 
completing the escrow.
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Internal System FactR Tokens Functionality

Payments
Similar to the escrow design, when tokens are transferred from one user to another, 
they will be prioritized by best percentage first. 

Using Tokens:
If the sender has the same 9000 tokens from the example above, and wishes to send 
8000 of them, the receiver will receive: 3000 FTR-3, 3000 ABC-4 and 2000 999-5. 
The sender will have 1000 tokens left worth $950 USD and the receiver will have 
8000 tokens worth $7,690 USD.

Using Value:
When a user needs to send a specific dollar value to another user, the same 
functionality above can be provided using dollars instead of tokens. Again using the 
sample from the previous section, the 9000 tokens are worth $8,640 USD. When the 
sender sends $7,690 USD of tokens to the receiver, first the value of the best 
percentage token is used. $2,910 USD worth of FTR-3, $4,780 is still needed, so the 
next token is used. $2,880 worth of ABC-4 is also included in the transfer. $1,900 is 
still needed so a 3rd token is used. Since the third token has enough to cover $2,850 
not all is required. $1,900 of the 3rd token is 2000 tokens, so 2000 of the 3,000 
tokens will be sent to the receiver. The receiver will have received a total of 8,000 
tokens worth the $7.690 USD.

Cashing Out
Every user is registered to an application so details information will be held for that 
user. When a user requests to cash out, the finance partner that the tokens in the 
user’s wallet belong to will be invoked to pay the user out (via bank transfer or some 
other means). When a user cashes out multiple token types for the same finance 
partner, the finance partner will be informed of what amounts to cash the user out for 
and what percentages were gained. If multiple finance partner assets are being 
cashed out, each finance partner is individually invoked to create a bank transfer.

At the time of cashing out, this transaction is recorded for the finance partner to keep 
track of all claimed funds, what is profit and what is owed to FactR Co.



General Information [note: classification of token not finalized]
The FactR token does not have the legal qualification of a security, since it does not give any
rights to dividends or interests. The sale of FactR tokens is final and non-refundable. FactR
tokens are not shares and do not give any right to participate to the general meeting of [FactR
Co]. FactR tokens cannot have a performance or a particular value outside the FactR Protocol
and RoadLaunch Platform. FACTR TOKENS SHALL THEREFORE NOT BE USED OR
PURCHASED FOR SPECULATIVE OR INVESTMENT PURPOSES. The purchaser of FactR
tokens is aware that national securities laws, which ensure that investors are sold investments
that include all the proper disclosures and are subject to regulatory scrutiny for the investors'
protection, are not applicable. Anyone purchasing FactR tokens expressly acknowledges and
represents that she/he has carefully reviewed this white paper and fully understands the risks,
costs and benefits associated with the purchase of FactR tokens.

Knowledge required
The purchaser of FactR tokens undertakes that she/he understands and has significant
experience of cryptocurrencies, blockchain systems and services, and that she/he fully
understands the risks associated with the crowdsale as well as the mechanism related to the
use of cryptocurrencies (incl. storage). [FactR Co] shall not be responsible for any loss of FactR
tokens or situations making it impossible to access FactR tokens, which may result from any
actions or omissions of the user or any person undertaking to acquire FactR tokens, as well as
in case of hacker attacks.

Acquiring FactR tokens and storing them involves various risks, in particular the risk that [FactR
Co] may not be able to launch its operations and develop its blockchain and provide the
services promised. Therefore, and prior to acquiring FactR tokens, any user should carefully
consider the risks, costs and benefits of acquiring FactR tokens in the context of the crowdsale
and, if necessary, obtain any independent professional advice in this regard.

Any interested person who is not in the position to accept or to understand the risks
associated with the activity (including the risks related to the non-development of the FactR
platform) or any other risks as indicated in the Terms & Conditions of the crowdsale should not
acquire FactR tokens.

DISCLAIMER
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DISCLAIMER

Important disclaimer
This white paper shall not and cannot be considered as an invitation to enter into an
investment. It does not constitute or relate in any way nor should it be considered as an
offering of securities in any jurisdiction. This white paper does not include or contain any
information or indication that might be considered as a recommendation or that might be used
as a basis for any investment decision. FactR tokens are just utility tokens which can be used
only on the FactR platform and are not intended to be used as an investment.
The offering of FactR tokens on a trading platform is done in order to allow the use of the
FactR platform and not for speculative purposes. The offering of FactR tokens on a trading
platform does not change the legal qualification of the tokens, which remain a simple means
for the use of the FactR platform and are not a security. [FactR Co] is not to be considered as
an advisor in any legal, tax or financial matters. Any information in the white paper is provided
for general information purposes only and [FactR Co.] does not provide any warranty as to the
accuracy and completeness of this information. [FactR Co.] is not a financial intermediary and
is not required to obtain any authorization for Anti Money Laundering purposes.

Acquiring FactR tokens shall not grant any right or influence over [FactR Co.]’s organization
and governance to the Purchasers.

Regulatory authorities are carefully scrutinizing businesses and operations associated to
cryptocurrencies in the world. In that respect, regulatory measures, investigations or actions
may impact [FactR Co]’s business and even limit or prevent it from developing its operations in
the future. Any person undertaking to acquire FactR tokens must be aware of the [FactR Co]
business model, the white paper or terms and conditions may change or need to be modified
because of new regulatory and compliance requirements from any applicable laws in any
jurisdictions. In such a case, purchasers and anyone undertaking to acquire FactR tokens
acknowledge and understand that neither [FactR Co.] nor any of its affiliates shall be held
liable for any direct or indirect loss or damage caused by such changes.

[FactR Co.] will do its utmost to launch its operations and develop the FactR Protocol. Anyone
undertaking to acquire FactR tokens acknowledges and understands that [FactR Co] does not
provide any guarantee that it will manage to achieve it. They acknowledge and understand
therefore that [FactR Co.] (including its bodies and employees) assumes no liability or
responsibility for any loss or damage that would result from or relate to the incapacity to use
FactR tokens, except in case of intentional misconduct or gross negligence.
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Representation and warranties
By participating in the Crowdsale, the purchaser agrees to the above and in particular, they
represent and warrant that they:
▪ have read carefully the terms and conditions attached to the white paper; agree to their full

contents and accept to be legally bound by them;
▪ are authorized and have full power to purchase FactR tokens according to the laws that

apply in their jurisdiction of domicile;
▪ live in a jurisdiction which allows [FactR Co] to sell FactR tokens through a Crowdsale

without requiring any local authorization;
▪ are familiar with all related regulations in the specific jurisdiction in which they are based

and that purchasing cryptographic tokens in that jurisdiction is not prohibited, restricted or
subject to additional conditions of any kind;

▪ will not use the Crowdsale for any illegal activity, including but not limited to money
laundering and the financing of terrorism;

▪ have sufficient knowledge about the nature of the cryptographic tokens and have
significant experience with, and functional understanding of, the usage and intricacies of
dealing with cryptographic tokens and currencies and blockchain-based systems and
services;

▪ purchase FactR tokens because they wish to have access to the FactR platform;
▪ are not purchasing Nuvus tokens for the purpose of speculative investment or usage.

No representation, warranty or undertaking, express or implied, is made as to, and no reliance
should be placed on, the fairness, accuracy, completeness or correctness of the information or
the opinions contained in the Whitepaper.

DISCLAIMER
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Further Important Notices
This Whitepaper is published with the intent to demonstrate the market needs, alignment to
vision and to support growing trends within the logistics and freight industry.

The leadership team, in conjunction with its partners, do not propose that the material
presented in this draft article contains all the needed information for a complete solution nor
does it state that all details are listed as part of a complete solution.

This document is in draft form and has not been independently verified. It has been prepared
in good faith, with the intent of alignment in solving global process, technical, and industry
issues and to open the idea for continued collaboration and discussion with existing or new
partners.

FactR token is a utility token. This product is not a digital currency, security, commodity, or any
other kind of financial instrument and has not been registered under the Securities Act, the
securities laws of any state of the United States or the securities laws of any other country,
including the securities laws of any jurisdiction in which a potential token holder is a resident.

FactR token cannot be used for any purposes other than those provided in the White Paper,
including but not limited to, any investment, speculative or other financial purposes. FactR
token is not intended for sale or use in any jurisdiction where sale or use of digital tokens may
be prohibited.

FactR token confers no other rights in any form, including but not limited to any ownership,
distribution (including but not limited to profit), redemption, liquidation, proprietary (including
all forms of intellectual property), or other financial or legal rights, other than those specifically
described in the White Paper. Certain statements, estimates and financial information
contained in this White Paper constitute forward-looking statements or information. Such
forward-looking statements or information involve known and unknown risks and uncertainties,
which may cause actual events or results to differ materially from the estimates or the results
implied or expressed in such forward-looking statements. White Paper can be modified to
provide more detailed information, for correction purposes and continued refinement.

If you are interested in collaboration and/or providing feedback, please contact a member of
the at the below email address

info@factrpay.io

DISCLAIMER
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